Fact Sheet

Epic Reporting Services and Support
Modernize Your Epic Reporting Content with Confidence
With Tegria’s team of experts, you can remove outdated analytics content from your inventory and
refresh it with new, easily accessible content, customized to fit your needs. You can reduce unwanted
stress by being proactive in your transition to alternative Epic tools or third-party data visualization
software before your Crystal reporting becomes unsupported and your organization’s users are stuck
with reporting gaps.

Why Tegria?
Tegria has extensive experience with the entire suite of Cogito tools, along with highly qualified data
specialists equipped to carry out the project on time and within budget.
Experienced: Our consultants have an average of 10+ years’ analytics experience and five or
more certifications.
Certified: Our experts are certified in many third-party tools including:
•

Clarity

•

SQL Metrics

•

SlicerDicer

•

Caboodle

•

Cogito SQL

•

Power BI

•

Radar

•

Reporting Workbench

•

Tableau

Knowledgeable: Our background in healthcare data and analytics provides holistic insights into
choosing the best reporting tools for your data consumers.

Why Transition?
Realign Analytics to Your Organizational Goals
We can help you realize your organization’s vision by refocusing on your highest priorities and most
important reporting needs, whether clinical, regulatory, or financial. As your organization changes, we
help you keep your analytics dynamic, relevant, and actionable.

Remove and Replace Outdated Content
Our team of analytics experts ensures you have a smooth transition from Crystal reports and equip
you to take full advantage of Epic’s most up-to-date and robust reporting tools.
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Work with a Team of Healthcare Professionals
Our diverse analytics team has end-user experience in clinical, regulatory, health information
management (HIM), and revenue cycle environments. We understand the work because we are
healthcare professionals just like you. And we understand that good data means better patient care,
increased care provider satisfaction, and positive patient outcomes.

Our Process
1. Evaluate
First, we assess your organization’s Crystal report content, including Epic-released and custom
reports, and Epic-integrated and non-Hyperspace reports, for usage and necessity.

2. Prioritize
Next, we work with you to prioritize reports needing replacement and group different types of Crystal
reports into manageable buckets of work. For example, you may choose to tackle custom content
before Epic-released content or financial reports before clinical reports, and we’re here to help you
create your roadmap and lay out the work ahead.

3. Develop
Then, we archive unused reports and create or implement new content to replace what remains.
We incorporate Epic’s best practice recommendations and your organization’s priorities to transition
Crystal reports to the best replacement tools, including Radar, SlicerDicer, Cogito SQL, or your
preferred data visualization software.

4. Deploy
Finally, upon successful validation, we deploy new content to Production and provide support and
education to your users for accessing, understanding, and using the new reports and tools.

Let’s Connect
If you want help transitioning your Crystal Reports to new tools with minimal disruption to your team,
we are here for you.
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